Socio-ecological discourse in education for the sustainable development of the North regions
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Abstract. The article deals with a new position of socio-ecological discourse in educating a younger indigenous generation for the sustainable development of the North regions. The concept “socio-ecological competence” has been disclosed as a key personal quality and a specific behavioral model of a younger generation. This concept provides integrity, interaction, interpenetration of cognitive, pragmatic, emotional, problem-solving stimuli, providing successful gap overcoming between knowledge, skills, and abilities of ecological and social focus, their practical application in the society, which a younger indigenous generation follows. The material for studies is a model of developing socio-ecological competence in the younger indigenous generation in the North regions. The theoretico-methodological analysis of the model has been grounded on the leading ideas of the sustainable development of the regional communities. Essential principles of socio-ecological discourse in educating a younger indigenous generation for the sustainable development of the North regions, KhMAD – have been disclosed. A model has been developed and tested, as well as content modules, development levels of the socio-ecological competence have been determined, basing on the principle of the socio-ecological discourse parameters fulfillment. It has been proved that social and ecological discourse is a key direction for the sustainable development of every district.

1 Introduction

The North of the Tyumen region is considered a strategic real estate; a stand-by and reference edge in Russia. Northern territories in Russia take 66% of the whole area, where more than ten million citizens live, who contribute to the achievements of the region’s economy. Northern territories are a powerful production resource, yielding more than 42 % of GDP[1, 2].

With the account of the conceptual focus on a long-term social-economic development (2025 year), Northern territories aim at innovations in society and economy development which creates favorable living conditions for the population of the North [4].

However, with the account of a faster development of the Northern territories, several contradictions appear among:

1. high intensity of the industrial development and rapid reduction of the lands for indigenous people for the traditional household;
2. fast resource development and resource depletion as a traditional support of indigenous people;
3. intensive technologies’ development of the Northern territories and unemployment among indigenous people.

Along with the socio-economic contradictions there are problematic socio-ecological issues, which orient the regional community to conceptuality and rationality of their solution.

Let’s note negative trends in the development of the indigenous people in the Tyumen North:
- high level of innovations in the society and weak social security of the indigenous people;
- high level of technology and anthropocentric nature of the region demands high socio-ecological competence of every indigenous citizen.

It should be noted that the key sector of the economy in the region is oil and gas extraction and processing. It is not a secret that the fieldwork is conducted by integrated enterprises (more than 85 names), which requires new methods of recording technogenity, protective measures for social and ecological welfare.

These contradictions and modern conditions necessitate increasing the level of socio-ecological competence and thinking among younger generation of indigenous people in Northern Territories. This fact is undeniable as the contemporary education of the younger indigenous population suggests separation of a person from traditional life that influences socialization, ethnicity and environmental friendliness of a person.
2 Problem statement

These contradictions conditioned a set of the following problem objectives. What is the subject matter of the social and ecological discourse for the sustainable development of the region? What are the possibilities for socio-ecological education of a younger indigenous population in the North, preparation to the life activity in the regional community of the North? The solution of these issues has a significant contribution into the consistancy of the region’s development.

It is important to understand the concept “sustainable development” from several positions. From the point of view of the social discourse, sustainable development in the region is understood as possibility of students’ further living in the region, as they are subjects of the education. From the point of view of the ecological discourse it is disclosing and positioning ecological knowledge with the account of the value components in the regional area, which is important for upbringing a younger indigenous generation.

For complex study of the objective of the article let’s specify the contents of the social and ecological discourses, built into the model of socio-ecological education for indigenous people for the sustainable development and living of the North Regions.

3 Discription of the subject of the article

During literature review more than 200 definitions of the concept “sustainable development” have been analyzed. It allowed determining the core of the concept, based on the integrative interaction of sociality, cost effectiveness, environmental friendliness – as characteristic trends of human life and activities [7]. Special mentioning should go to the definition which presents: progressive development and absence of irreversible changes in biosphere, preservation of non-renewable resources, equal possibility for younger indigenous people [8]. The key invariant core focuses on such parameters as: anthropocentricity (survival factor, humanity development) and bio-sphere centricity (preserving biosphere as an existencial basis). According to such researchers as K.YA. Kondratiev and K.S. Losev [9], to achieve sustainable development it is necessary to solve such issues as: relation of the society and nature (socio-ecological problem); natural depletion as the activity base (eco-economical issue); enhancing the level of living of indigenous people (socio-ecological problem).

Current understanding of the concept “sustainable development” aims at a special self-organization of a younger generation, a society for understanding the importanct of the socio-ecological discourse, its efficiency, safety for living [5,11].

Socio-ecological discourse of educating a younger indigenous people has been and is widely discussed [10]. Categorial-conceptual field of the concept “social-ecological discourse” has been determined and proved. In our research we talk about the dialectal dependance of the internal structure of the concept “socio-ecological discourse” we study it within the parameters of the dialectal dependance “system – environment– process – result”. The universal nature of the dialectal dependance has been proved by the fact that it is manifested in all spheres of activity (animate and inanimate nature, cognition, education, including parameters of methodology, content, principles of cognition and education).

Socially-oriented discourse is aimed at preserving and stability of some systems (society and nature), elimination of distructions and conflict situations in the regional community. We pay special attention to the parameters of fair welfare division, preserving cultural heritance by the younger generation, developing interconnection between the generations of indigenous people.

The key result of the social discourse is to orient every representative of a young indigenous generation to understanding society and culture as spheres of regional life, their monitoring and increase.

Ecological discourse is aimed at provision and preserving biosphere, nature (its internal and external parameters). Biosphere as a sphere of life and stability includes regional spheres, as dynamic systems, which constantly recover independently and improve (industrial, urban, educational and so on). Herewith, every active environment is ecologized with the account of ecological laws and principles [4].

From this perspective let’s note conceptual ideas, created on the principles of ecologization and socialization, which provide methodological grounds for developing main blocks of the model for socio-ecological education of a younger indigenous generation for the sustainable development of the North region.

Basing on the conceptual ideas (U.V. Bromley, A.P. Guitya) we stress the integrity of the model for socio-ecological education including the parameters of the environment as a combination of interactions, which provide the fulfillment of the idea of the sustainable development in the region, combination of the conditions, content, preparing indigenous population to life activity. Socio-ecological educational environment integrates scientific achievements of different spheres, fulfills them in practical activity and gives an opportunity to include content areas of the sustainable development of the region, both into subject areas and practical activity of teachers and students. It is the first conceptual foundation.

The second conceptual foundation is formed by integrating ideas disclosing functionally important aims for socio-ecological content [6]. Conceptual importance of socio-ecological content is based on the invariant and variative part of the whole education within the sustainable development of the region: a) invariable features of socio-ecological content are incorporated into enlarged modules of the subject areas; b) the variative part operates by independent enlarged modules of ecological and social content including ideas of the sustainable development of the region into the system of elective and optional courses.
The model of socio-ecological education for a younger indigenous generation for the sustainable development of the North regions is transformative and managative at the same time. Its resulting parameter is socio-ecological competence.

Let’s note the fact that socio-ecological competence as a special model of behaviour is one of the concepts of a new scientific trend — sociology and pedagogical ecology. Combining and integrating cognitive, pragmatic and value-based parameters, it provides overcoming the gap between ecological and social knowledge, skills and experience and their practical application in the system of rules, and norms of behaviour which a younger indigenous generation should follow.

The features of socio-ecological competence characterising it as a separate concept are principles of regulating interactions and behaviour of a young person in the systems “person - society – nature” [3]. Socio-ecological competence reflects scientifically grounded scope of knowledge, skills and experience, those general requirements for younger generation with the account of theoretical and practical experience.

In general, socio-ecological knowledge is determined by the regularities of ecology and socialization, personality development. Socio-ecological skills (competences) are understood as the combination of successive actions, based on knowledge of theory and practice of ecological and social content. Mostly these are meta-skills – skills to think ecologically and act socially, analyze facts and events from the ecological and social point of view.

The content of the modules is determined by creating the social and ecological constructs in the minds of younger indigenous generation when studying subject areas. Let us represent fragments of developed and approved modules.

Module 1. Biosphere and its role in the life of the indigenous population.


Module 2. Sociocultural sphere and its role in the life of indigenous population.


Natural energy and ways of its utilization. Ways to increase resources production and utilization. Thermal power. Variety of sources based on coal, oil and gas. Pollution and its main causes. Criteria and assessment parameters.

Module 5. Healthy lifestyle of a younger generation as a factor of the sustainable development of indigenous generation.


Management and types of environmental management. Environmental management in the North. Legislation and regulating within the area of indigenous population. Topical importance of the sustainable development of indigenous population in the North. Historical and modern discourse of developing parameters for the sustainable development. Legal documents, reflecting sustainable development of the indigenous population. Rationality of the scenario about the development of indigenous population as a northern community.

The process of implementing the model of socio-ecological education of a younger indigenous generation for the sustainable development of the region (KhMAD – Yugra) is carried out in the system of life-long education and on the bases of laboratories of Ethnic education (Surgut State Pedagogical University). Integrity of socio-ecological education has been provided by the inclusion of content modules into the educational process vertically and horizontally.

Practice-oriented classes in the tune of activities of indigenous population were of great importance. The classes were on traditions, culture, special technologies based on natural raw materials. Let us note some themes represented in the elective disciplines.

“Birch bark and operation techniques with it”- a practical class about the work of Khants with natural material.
“Fur clothing and footwear by Wei” - a practical class about creating necessary things by the indigenous population.

“Technological peculiarities of wood works (log canoe)” - a practical class about the work of Mansi with natural material.

“Technology of song creating” - a practical class about the peculiarities of the the song by Nenets Vinipenmya – about Amanitaceae mother for keeping a family, tribal lands, deer.

Dealing with integrated concepts (region, surrounding, culture, society, tribe, natural conformity and other), students estimated modern condition and the role of their younger generation in the sustainable development of an indigenous younger generation. Being not indifferent to the issues under study, students joined the scientific work on the themes demanded during the model implementation. Talking about the fields of scientific research, let us note some variants of the themes: “Strategy for the sustainable development of my ethnos”, “Studying natural objects for increasing their resistance to technogenic environment”, “Health of a younger generation and harmful habits”, “Socio-ecological factors and rational life activity”, “Estimating the technogenic and ecological nature of oil and gas processing enterprise for the sustainable development of the region”, “Studying the ways to reduce man-caused risks for the northern nature”, “Estimating and value of natural areas as specific territories”, “Studying local communities for developing civic consciousness with the account of autonomy”.

4 Methods used during the implementation

Table 1. Indicators and parameters of socio-ecological competence for educating a younger indigenous generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Subject-matter and appearance</th>
<th>Parameters of socio-ecological competence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject bases (humanitarian, scientific, trends)</td>
<td>Developing integrated ideas about different spheres of activity (social, natural, ecological) on the synthesis, analysis of the concepts, generality, personal enrichment</td>
<td>knowledge-representations, knowledge-images (socio-ecological view)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Conceptual importance of understanding social, ecological problems, cause-effect analysis</td>
<td>World-view judgements, conceptual importance of the socio-ecological thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrational</td>
<td>Integrating facts, theories while creating unified scientific worldview</td>
<td>Integrated knowledge, skills, worldview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Cognitive, research, and Metasubject competences,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problems stated in the article have been solved with the following methods of research: theoretical (literature review on the topic of research, studying scientific materials and publications); empirical (pedagogical observation, testing, questionnaire survey, comparative analysis), mathematical statistics methods.

Model implementation brought the parameters of socio-ecological competence to high levels, which was the most important goal of the research. During the experiment representatives of a younger indigenous generation (Khanty, the Mansis, the Tartars) developed mental skills and abilities “think — act — think — think practically”.

12.0% of students in the experimental group and 38% of students in the control group had a low level of competence. At the high level there were students of the experimental group with the results 28.0%. The effectiveness of the control group was rather low, only 16.00%. The results at the intermediate level were 3% higher than in the experimental group.

Let us note that during the experiment there was a positive dynamics of socio-ecological competence parameters. Along that, there were positive trends in personal development of every student – a representative of the indigenous population. Students expressed their opinions on the following issues: socio-ecological issues reveal contemporary character of problematic areas, study natural and man-made environment; reveal the role and importance of the ethnos in region’s activity as a specific oil-gas system; disclose polycultural facts of interethic cooperation between the Kanty and the Mansis.

Positive responses prove the importance of the model for developing socio-ecological competence of a younger indigenous generation in the region. Besides, the efficiency of the model has been provided and connected with certain types of activity and conditions, they are:

1) choosing an individual development pathway of socio-ecological competence, implementation methodology and technology, educators’ professionalism;

2) understanding that sustainable development of the region is a factor and condition of development of the indigenous population.

![Figure 1. Level expressiveness of socio-ecological competence for students of a younger indigenous generation](https://doi.org/10.1051/shsconf/202111200010)
3) motivation and interest of the younger indigenous population to the possibility to develop socio-ecological competence not only in theory but in practice;
4) development of socio-ecological competence is built on the principles of face-to-face communication, visualization with traditions and culture of the indigenous population.

5 Conclusion

A younger generation of indigenous people of Northern territories lives in conditions which require a high level of socio-ecological competence as an integral personal characteristics, providing a high level of socialization.

The article solves the determined problems. It discloses the peculiarities of the social and ecological discourse for the sustainable development of the region. The possibilities of the content modules have been shown for the personal development of younger indigenous people of the Northern territories and their training for life activity in the regional community.

The scientific character of the work is conducted with the methodological model validation, choice of content modules, methods and ways of their implementation.

High practical character of the model is connected with involving younger generation into the activity where natural, cultural, artistic materials are used. It is highly demanded in the life of indigenous population.
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